Central Banking

Objectives: To give introductory knowledge of RBI. To give perfect understanding of other developed and underdeveloped nation’s central banking system.

Ch.1

CENTRAL BANKING IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Techniques and functions Central Banks in developed and underdeveloped countries. Structure and organisation of central banks in USA., UK.

Ch.2

RESERVE BANK OF INDIA

RBI - Origin, growth, objectives, techniques and functions Central Banks of India, it’s traditional and development functions.

Ch.3

MONETARY POLICY OF R.B.I

Objectives of monetary policy, instruments of credit control, effects of monetary policy on price stability and development, limitations of monetary policy.

Ch.4

INDIAN CURRENCY SYSTEM

Recent rules related to note issue, rate of exchange policy of RBI, floating rate of exchange policy, objectives of floating rate exchange policy.

RECOMMENDED BOOKS:
R.B.I.History of R.B.I., in India
R.B.I .R.B.I. 50 Years 1935-85
M.H. De Kock : Central Banking
Pandikar S.G. : Banking in India, Bombay 1975
S.K. Basu : Central Banking in Emerging Countries
C.R. Basu : Central Banking in a planned economy.
L.V. Chandler : Central Banking and the India experiment Tata Mc. Graw Hill Publishing Company
Prof.R.C.Joshi :Indian banking and currency –New popular prakashan (Gujarati)
Indian banking system

Objectives: To give fundamental and deep knowledge of Indian banking system.
To give deep rooted understanding commercial banks and their modern functions.

Ch.1 INDIAN BAKING SYSTEM

Structure and components of Indian banking system, role of Indian banking in economic development.

Ch.2 STATE BANK OF INDIA

Imperial bank of India and its nationalization - Structure and working of state bank of India,

Ch.3 COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE BANKING


Ch.4 FOREIGN PRIVATE BANKS

Foreign private banks - Establishment and functions of foreign banks in India - capital structures and its working - working of leading Citi bank and American express bank in India

RECOMMENDED BOOKS:

Shekhar and shekhar – Banking theory and practice (20th edition)
Gorden – Indian banking system
Prof.R.C.Joshi :Indian banking and currency –New popular prakashan (Gujarati)